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The most important factor when considering glass press technology is repeatability. 

Repeatability of force and position are critical and relatively easy to achieve. 

Temperature repeatability is generally the most difficult challenge. On the Nanotech 

140GPM, extreme design considerations were taken to ensure thermal stability 

throughout the day; day after day, week after week. 

While at Photonics West 2011 the 140GPM was 

pressing plastic souvenirs all 3 days of the show (the 

mold is shown to the left). Nearly 100 souvenirs were 

pressed but more importantly a wealth of data was 

collected. With the Nanotech 140GPM, all data from 

every cycle can be saved, and recalled later on or off the 

machine. Using this feature, we are able to analyze the 

performance of the machine day to day, cycle to cycle.  

With any temperature system, control becomes difficult as the desired temperature 

approaches the temperature of the controlling fluid; heat transfer becomes less efficient. 

While pressing plastic, the molding temperature is much lower than what is used for 

glass molding, therefore being the worst case scenario for temperature control. Even 

with this additional challenge, the Nanotech 140GPM never deviated (when critical 

during pressing) by more than 1 °C from the 33 cycle, 3 day 

average.
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In the previous140GPM technical bulletin, the importance 

of temperature repeatability was discussed. This issue 

will expand on the topic of high temperature repeatability 

of the Nanotech 140GPM while pressing BK7 aspheric 

lenses. The mold set used can be seen to the right. Ten 

lenses were pressed over a four day period. As an added 

challenge to the machine, some cycles were run back to 

back, and some were run after long breaks, requiring the 

machine to start each cycle at different temperatures.   

All ten cycles shown below were run at 610°C. One 

challenge when molding at high temperatures is the 

actual heating of the machine structure itself, causing 

cycles to vary throughout the day.  At elevated 

temperatures, the heat transfer out of the chamber is 

more substantial; causing a potential for even more structural thermal variation. This 

would-be problem was considered (and solved!) during the design stages of the machine. 

A chiller circulates cooled water through critical structural components of the machine, 

maintaining the structure’s thermal stability throughout molding cycles. While pressing 

BK7 the Nanotech 140GPM never deviated (when critical during soaking and pressing 

stages) by more than 1.5°C (at 610°C!) over the 10 cycle, 4 day average. 
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In previous technical bulletins, temperature 

repeatability and form predictability have been 

discussed. This issue will detail the 

repeatability and precision of the force 

measurement. To ensure the best control of 

the force on the part, two factors were 

accounted for early in the design stages of the 

machine: 

-The force generated by the heating chamber 

seal due to the chamber opening and closing, 

and the axis motion while the chamber is 

closed. 

-The pressure that is contained within the 

chamber due to the flow of nitrogen or the 

presence of vacuum. 

These two phenomena create forces which are 

independent from those acting on the part, and 

therefore should not be reported as such.  

To isolate the chamber seal force from the 

measured force, the machine was designed 

with two concentric shafts: the outer shaft, on which the chamber seals, and the inner 

shaft, on which the force through the part is measured. There is no relative motion 

between these two shafts, and their only coupling is through a compliant seal. As a result, 

the force generated by the chamber seal is not transferred to the load bearing shaft. 

The other challenge of precise force control (on the part) is the compensation that is 

required for the pressure that is generated inside the chamber when nitrogen cooling or 

vacuum is active (basically, at any time during a cycle). Because the chamber is fully 

sealed from the outside environment, when pressure/vacuum is present inside the 

chamber it acts on the load bearing shaft to produce a force that can be substantial. To 

counteract this, the Nanotech 140GPM utilizes its Real-time Force Compensation System 

(RFCS™) to remove, in real time, any influence of the chamber pressure on the force 

measurement.  

Coupling the innovative mechanical design, with an advanced control system, allows the 

Nanotech 140GPM to precisely control the force on the part to within 20 Newtons up to a 

maximum force of 25,000 Newtons! 
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In previous technical bulletins, the performance of the 140GPM’s hardware has been detailed. 

This issue will explain the unprecedented level of programming simplicity and flexibility that make 

up this powerful software. One challenge when designing flexible software is avoiding the trap of 

adding complexity for the operator. Using the programming methodology shown below, 

NanoPress for the 140GPM has added incredible flexibility while still remaining exceptionally 

simple to use. 

A complete program for the 140GPM is made up of multiple cycle segments. Every cycle segment 

has a set of inputs provided by the user. Each of these individual cycle segments are combined to 

create a template by which the program is created. Any combination of cycle segments can be 

obtained by loading different templates. There are 5 types of cycle segments; temperature only, 

force only, position only, temperature and force, and temperature and position. As each cycle 

segment is modified, the program profile graph updates, to quickly show the entire program at a 

glance. Editing of existing 

programs is provided by the 

load program button. This 

allows for quick modifications, 

requiring only individual 

parameters to be input rather 

than recreating the entire 

program. All of these features 

allow the NanoPress software 

on the Nanotech 140GPM to 

be extremely powerful, while 

still being operator friendly! 
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Previous technical bulletins have addressed the importance of machine repeatability in 

glass molding, while also highlighting features designed into the Nanotech 140GPM to 

maximize this repeatability. The best measure of performance of all the machine’s 

systems combined is the repeatability of a finished molded optic. This technical bulletin 

will present the results of a 10 lens test, conducted over the course of 3 days. 

 

These tests were performed on a Tungsten 

Carbide mold with a Diamond-like Carbon 

(DLC) coating. The lens is bi-convex with a 

spherical profile on one side and an asphere 

on the other. The lens preform is a 5.6mm 

diameter sphere of S-NSL-3 (shown to the 

right), with a transition temperature (Tg) of 

500 °C. The plot below shows the deviation 

from the average form error for the 

aspherical side of each lens. The overall 

average form error can be found in Issue 3. 
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